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You Could Win!
1. Find the ad in this week’s issue
with the very small hidden picture
of the OLD West Stories & Productions logo.
2. Mail in this entry form to:
OLD West Stories & Productions

1044 Main, Evanston, WY 82930

OR Email us:
MomentsinHistory@gmail.com
WIN a donated gift card from a
Moments in History distributor.

One winner will be drawn the first of every
month and will be announced in future issues.
One entry per household per week.

Name:
Phone #:
Address:
Email:
Age:

DISASTROUS FIRE
The most disastrous fire experienced in Evanston for
some time, occurred yesterday morning about four
o’clock, when the Blyth &: Fargo Cos. commodious
barn and its contents were totally destroyed resulting
in heavy loss to the firm, as no insurance was carried
on the property. The building was located on the corner of Center and Second streets and originally cost
the B. Q. Co., the former owners, about $5,000. The
contents was valued at $3,500. The following was consumed by the flames.
Three delivery horses, two delivery wagons, three delivery sleighs, 5 sets harness, 7 tons hay, car of oats, car
of corn, car of oatmeal, car of sulphur, some stoves,
jars, etc., buggy and harness of George D. Kirby, saddle
of Carl Lauder, and a quantity of sheepmens supplies
which had been stored in the building.
Fortunately the firm at this season of year are busy
freighting supplies by team and wagon to their branch
store at Hilliard, otherwise there might have been four
more horses in the barn at the time of the fire.
The origin of the fire is not definite, but it is attributed
to electricity from the light wires becoming crossed as
a result of the snow storm, which played havoc to the
wire lines throughout town. The storm made it difficult
to send in an alarm, consequently the fire department
did not arrive upon the scene until too late. The blaze
was sufficiently strong to illuminate the city.
The site is being cleared and a new building will be
erected without delay. A new supply of horses, wagons, etc., have been arranged for, and meantime the
firm is still doing business at the old stand.

Trivia
1– What does the abbreviation DH stand for in MLB?
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2–How many players at the most can you have playing a game of
scrabble?
3– In music, how many notes is equivalent to one octave?
4-Who said, “a person is a person, no matter how small”?
5– What group sings, “The Lion Sleeps Tonight”?
(Answers on other side)
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This Week in History
July 28, 1914 - World War I begins when Austria declares war on Serbia.
July 28, 1945 - US B-25 Bomber crashes into
the Empire State Buildings 79th floor. 14 people were killed. An elevator operator survived a
75-story elevator plunge.
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July 29, 1981 - Prince Charles marries Lady
Diana Spencer.
July 30, 1956 - “In God We Trust” is adopted
as the official U.S. motto.
August 2, 1943 - PT 109, commanded by LTJG
John F. Kennedy, is rammed and sunk by a
Japanese destroyer during WW II.
August 3, 1492 - Columbus sets sail for the Indies, instead reaching the Americas, landing in
the Bahamas in October of that year.

Funny! - - - and not so!!!!
1 - I’m reading a book on anti-gravity. I can’t put it
down!
2 - A photon checks into a hotel. The bellhop asks if they
can help with luggage. The photon replies, “I don’t have
any, I’m travelling light”...

Did You Know
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The Chinese invented toilet paper in the fourteenth century, the Bureau of Imperial Supplies began to produce
paper for use by the Chinese Emperors. It wasn't until
some 500 years later when it was first factory produced.
American Joseph Cayetty named his product
“Therapeutic Paper” sold in packs of 500 sheets, with his
name printed on each sheet.
Before this invention different areas of the world used
different things. Hay balls, grass, stones, moss, seashells,
wood shavings and corncobs were a few. Wealthy people used Hemp and wool, lace was used by the French
royalty. Hawaiians used coconut husks, while Eskimos
used snow and tundra moss.
Water was also often used, in India the left hand was
used to wash with, in Africa the right hand. The other
hand in each place was used to greet people, it is considered rude to offer the incorrect hand. In the U.S., newspapers and phone directories were often used. The Old
Farmers Almanac was printed with a hole punched
through the corner of each page so it could be hung in
the outhouses.
Trivia Answers:
1– Designated Hitter 2– Four 3– Eight 4– Dr. Seuss 5 - The Tokens
(OVER)
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